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Abstract
An {a1; : : : ; an}-lex plus powers ideal is a monomial ideal in I ⊂ k[x1; : : : ; xn] which minimally
contains the regular sequence xa11 ; : : : ; x
an
n and such that whenever m∈Rt is a minimal generator
of I and m′ ∈Rt is greater than m in lex order, then m′ ∈ I . Conjectures of Eisenbud et al. and
Charalambous and Evans predict that after restricting to ideals containing a regular sequence in
degrees {a1; : : : ; an}, then {a1; : : : ; an}-lex plus powers ideals have extremal properties similar to
those of the lex ideal. That is, it is proposed that a lex plus powers ideal should give maximum
possible Hilbert function growth (Eisenbud et al.), and, after 6xing a Hilbert function, that the
Betti numbers of a lex plus powers ideal should be uniquely largest (Charalambous, Evans).
The 6rst of these assertions would extend Macaulay’s theorem on Hilbert function growth, while
the second improves the Bigatti, Hulett, Pardue theorem that lex ideals have largest graded
Betti numbers. In this paper we explore these two conjectures. First we give several equivalent
forms of each statement. For example, we demonstrate that the conjecture for Hilbert functions is
equivalent to the statement that for a given Hilbert function, lex plus powers ideals have the most
minimal generators in each degree. We use this result to prove that it is enough to show that lex
plus powers ideals have the most minimal generators in the highest possible degree. A similar
result holds for the stronger conjecture. In this paper we also prove that if the weaker conjecture
holds, then lex plus powers ideals are guaranteed to have largest socles. This su=ces to show
that the two conjectures are equivalent in dimension 6 3, which proves the monomial case of
the conjecture for Betti numbers in those degrees. In dimension 2, we prove both conjectures
outright.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that lexicographic ideals in k[x1; : : : ; xn] exhibit interesting extremal
properties. Macaulay [11] showed a long time ago that quotients of lex ideals attain
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the largest possible Hilbert function growth. That is, given an ideal I and a degree d,
there exists a lex ideal L such that the Hilbert functions of L and I agree in degree d,
and the Hilbert function of L bounds that of I in degree d + 1. This is equivalent to
the statement that lex ideals attain all possible Hilbert functions. More precisely, the
set of valid Hilbert functions of cyclic modules is exactly the set of Hilbert functions
of lex ideals.
Macaulay’s theorem can also be formulated in terms of generators. The theorem is
equivalent to the statement that L has more generators than I in each degree for any
I ⊂ R and lex ideal L such that I and L share the same Hilbert function. This version
of Macaulay’s theorem bounds the graded Betti numbers of the 6rst syzygy of I with
those of L, after 6xing a Hilbert function.
An even stronger theorem, due to Bigatti [1] and Hulett [10], 6xes a Hilbert function
and compares all the graded Betti numbers of I and L. Given a Hilbert functionH, they
show that the lex ideal attainingH has the unique largest graded Betti numbers among
all ideals attaining H. Pardue [12] later extended this result to positive characteristic.
That the Bigatti–Hulett–Pardue result implies Macaulay’s theorem is clear from the
third formulation given above.
It is suspected that the extremal behavior of lex ideals is actually an example (albeit,
a special one) of the extremal behavior of the larger set of lex plus powers ideals. A
lex plus powers ideal L is an ideal with {xa11 ; : : : ; xann } among its minimal generators for
some 16 a16 · · ·6 an, such that for each pair of monomials m1¿lex m2 in Rd, if m2
is a non-pure-power minimal generator of L, then m1 ∈L. Clearly any lex ideal is lex
plus powers. Conjectures of Eisenbud et al. [6], and Charalambous and Evans [7] pre-
dict that lex plus powers ideals should exhibit extremal properties. Given a16 · · ·6 an,
Eisenbud, Green, and Harris claim that after restricting to ideals containing a regular
sequence of forms of degrees {a1; : : : ; an}, the {a1; : : : ; an}-lex plus powers ideal (when
it exists) should attain the largest possible Hilbert function growth. More speci6cally,
given a degree d and an ideal I containing an {a1; : : : ; an}-regular sequence, then if
there exists an {a1; : : : ; an}-lex plus powers ideal L such that the Hilbert functions of
L and I agree in degree d, then there is a {a1; : : : ; an}-lex plus powers ideal L′ such
that the Hilbert functions of L′ and I agree in degree d and the Hilbert function of
L′ bounds that of I in degree d + 1. We will refer to this conjecture as the lex plus
powers conjecture for Hilbert functions (LPPH). Eisenbud et al. 6rst considered this
problem in relation to certain questions of importance to algebraic geometers. It turns
out that in the special case that a1 = · · ·= an=2, the conjecture about lex plus powers
ideals implies the generalized Cayley–Bacharach conjecture [6].
Lex plus powers ideals are also thought to generalize the extremal behavior of the
graded Betti numbers of lex ideals. Charalambous and Evans [7] have conjectured
that after 6xing a Hilbert function H and a list of degrees {a1; : : : ; an}, then the
graded Betti numbers of the {a1; : : : ; an}-lex plus powers ideal attaining H should be
everywhere larger then the graded Betti numbers of any I ⊂ R such that I contains an
{a1; : : : ; an}-regular sequence, and H (R=I) =H. We will refer to this statement as the
lex plus power conjecture (LPP). It is not di=cult to see that as well as generalizing the
Bigatti–Hulett–Pardue result for lex ideals, this implies the lex plus powers conjecture
for Hilbert functions.
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The lex plus powers conjecture seems to be known in only one case. Francisco
[8] showed that the bound holds when the lex plus powers ideal in question is an
almost complete intersection. Note that the monomial case and low-dimensional cases
remain unsolved. The weaker conjecture for Hilbert functions has been slightly more
yielding. In addition to almost complete intersections, it is known for monomial ideals,
or even if one restricts to ideals containing xa11 ; : : : ; x
an
n [6,9]. In the special case that
a1 = · · ·=an=2, I was able to prove the conjecture for n6 5 [13]. Bruns and Popescu
[2] showed that if all the ai=2, then the bound holds for ideals for which all generators
other than the regular sequence are in general position.
Our 6rst task in this paper is to explore several equivalent statements of the lex plus
powers conjecture for Hilbert functions. In fact, in Section 2 we give three diKerent
formulations, mimicking the case for lex ideals described above. We also demonstrate
that if the conjecture is true, then the extremal behavior of lex ideals is just a special
case of the extremal behavior for lex plus powers ideals. We conclude Section 2 with a
discussion of the stronger lex plus powers conjecture, and note that it would similarly
generalize the Bigatti–Hulett–Pardue result.
In Section 3 we give another equivalent formulation for each of the LPP and
LPPH conjectures. Fix a Hilbert function H, a list of degrees A, and let  be the
Castelnuovo–Mumford regularity of the A-lex plus powers ideal L which attains H.
For the lex plus powers conjecture, we show in Theorem 3.5 that to prove that L has
uniquely largest graded Betti numbers it is enough to show that L has largest graded
Betti numbers in degree . This simply means, in the notation of the computer alge-
bra system Macaulay II [15], that it is enough to show that the last row of the Betti
diagram of L is largest. The same proof su=ces to show that the lex plus powers
conjecture for Hilbert functions is true if L can be shown to have the most generators
in degree + 1.
In Section 4, we turn our attention to the relationship between the LPP and LPPH
conjectures. We want to know under what circumstances the lex plus powers conjecture
for Hilbert functions implies that the other graded Betti numbers of lex plus powers
ideals are largest. The hope is to eventually understand exactly when LPPH implies
LPP. This is interesting because the former conjecture is known in more cases than the
latter. In Theorem 4.4 we show that if LPPH holds, then lex plus powers ideals have
largest socles. That is, given a Hilbert function H, a list of degrees {a1; : : : ; an}=A,
and assuming that the conjecture for Hilbert functions is true, then we prove that in
each degree the socle of the A-lex plus powers ideal attaining H is larger than the
socle of any I ⊂ R attaining H and containing an A-regular sequence.
In Section 5 we explore the implications of Theorem 4.4 in low-dimensional cases.
First we demonstrate (in Theorem 5.1) that the lex plus powers conjecture for Hilbert
functions holds for n = 2. Next we show in Theorem 5.2 that if n6 3 then the lex
plus powers conjecture and the lex plus powers conjecture for Hilbert functions are
equivalent. There are two immediate corollaries. First, we can conclude that the lex
plus powers conjecture holds for n=2. For n=3, the equivalence implies that the lex
plus powers conjecture holds for monomial ideals.
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2. The lex plus powers conjectures
We begin with several de6nitions. Let R = k[x1; : : : ; xn] be the polynomial ring in
n variables over a 6eld k, let m = (x1; : : : ; xn), and 6x an order on the monomials,
x1¿ · · ·¿xn.
Denition 2.1. Let {a1; : : : ; an} be a set of integers such that 16 a16 · · ·6 an. Then
we call {f1; : : : ; fn} an {a1; : : : ; an}-regular sequence if {f1; : : : ; fn} is a regular
sequence such that deg(fi) = ai for i = 1; : : : ; n.
We are especially interested in certain monomial ideals containing an {a1; : : : ; an}-
regular sequence, the lex plus powers ideals.
Denition 2.2 (Charalambous and Evans [3]). Suppose that A= {a1; : : : ; an} is a non-
decreasing list of integers, a1¿ 1. Then a monomial ideal L is a lex plus powers ideal
with respect to A, also called an A-lex plus powers ideal, if L is minimally generated
by monomials xa11 ; : : : ; x
an
n , m1; : : : ; ml such that for each j = 1; : : : ; l, all monomials of
degree deg(mj) which are larger than mj in lex order are contained in L. We will
abbreviate the terminology “lex plus powers with respect to A” by saying that L is
LPP(A).
To compare the properties of A-lex plus powers ideals and ideals containing an
A-regular sequence will require some subtlety. Thus we make the following de6nition.
Denition 2.3. We say that I minimally contains an A-regular sequence when I con-
tains an A-regular sequence, but fails to contain an A′-regular sequence for each
A′¡A (we say that {a′1; : : : ; a′n}¡ {a1; : : : ; an} if a′i6 ai for all i=1; : : : ; n and a′j ¡aj
for some j).
Recall that the Hilbert function H (R=I; d) of an ideal I is dimk(R=I)d. A central
concern will be comparing the Hilbert functions of {a1; : : : ; an}-lex plus powers ideals
with the Hilbert functions of ideals containing an {a1; : : : ; an}-regular sequence, or,
having 6xed a Hilbert function, comparing the graded Betti numbers of these ideals.
In light of this, we make the following de6nition.
Denition 2.4. Suppose that H is a Hilbert function and A = {a1; : : : ; an} is a non-
decreasing list of integers, a1¿ 1. We call H an A-valid Hilbert function if there
exists an ideal I such that I minimally contains an {a1; : : : ; an}-regular sequence and
H (R=I) =H. We call H an A-lpp valid Hilbert function if there exists an LPP(A)
ideal L such that H (R=L)=H. Note that if an LPP(A) ideal L attaining a given Hilbert
function H exists, then it is clearly unique. We will often refer to this ideal as LH;A.
We will also need a degreewise notation which distinguishes between the “powers”
of the lex plus powers ideal, and the rest of the minimal generators. Thus we make
the following de6nition.
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Denition 2.5. Given an LPP(A) ideal L, we write L〈d〉 to be the ideal generated by
L6d + (x
a1
1 ; : : : ; x
an
n ).
With these preliminaries disposed of, we now state the conjecture due to Eisenbud
et al. [6].
Conjecture 2.6 (The lex plus powers conjecture for Hilbert functions). Let I ⊂ R
contain an A-regular sequence and suppose there exists an LPP(A) ideal L such
that H (R=I; d) = H (R=L; d). Then
H (R=L〈d〉; d+ 1)¿H (R=I; d+ 1):
Remark 2.7. Note that given I as above, such an LPP(A) ideal may not exist. Consider
the case I = m, for example. I does contain an A = {2; : : : ; 2}-regular sequence, but
there is clearly no LPP(A) ideal L with H (R=L; 1) = H (R=I; 1) = 0.
Remark 2.8. We will refer to the lex plus powers conjecture for Hilbert functions as
LPPH.
We now give two equivalent formulations of LPPH. The 6rst is rather simple. In
fact, the proof (that it is equivalent) is the same as for lex ideals, and is thus omitted.
Conjecture 2.9. Given an A-lpp valid Hilbert function H, then LH;A1; i ¿ I1; i for all i
whenever I ⊂ R attains H and contains an A-regular sequence.
In Section 3, we will show that it is enough to check that LH;A1;H+1¿ 
I
1;H+1 for
each I , where H is the Castelnuovo–Mumford regularity of LH;A.
The next version of LPPH is slightly more subtle.
Conjecture 2.10. Given any non-decreasing list of positive integers A = {a1; : : : ; an},
then the set of A-valid Hilbert functions is equal to the set of A-lpp valid Hilbert
functions.
You will note that Conjecture 2.6 says nothing about minimal containment, while the
preceding conjecture appears to deal exclusively with this concept (because it shows
up in the de6nition of an A-valid Hilbert function). Nevertheless, the two statements
can be shown to be equivalent. We isolate the central argument needed to prove this
fact in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.11. Let L be an LPP(A) ideal and suppose that for some d, Ld is a lex
segment. Let i and j be such that ai ¡d6 ai+1 and aj6d¡aj+1. For any I ⊂ R, if
I contains a regular sequence f1; : : : ; fi in degrees a1; : : : ; ai and H (R=L; d)=H (R=I; d),
then I contains a regular sequence in degrees a1; : : : ; aj.
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Proof. Note that at = d for i¡ t6 j. So it is enough to show that depth(I6d)¿ j,
because then we may extend the regular sequence f1; : : : ; fi to a longer regular se-
quence f1; : : : ; fj using j−i elements from Id (note that following Eisenbud [5] we use
depth(I) to indicate the length of a maximal regular sequence in I). Let lt(f) denote
the leading term of a form f∈R. It is not di=cult to show that if {lt(h1); : : : ; lt(hp)}
is a regular sequence, then so is h1; : : : ; hp. Thus, writing Gin(I6d) to be the generic
initial ideal of I6d, we have that depth(Gin(I6d))6 depth(I6d).
If (Gin(I6d))d = Ld, then depth(I6d)¿ depth(Gin(I6d))¿ depth((Gin(I6d))d) =
depth(L6d) = j (the last equality is easy to compute because Ld is a lex segment).
If (Gin(I6d))d = Ld then because H (R=Gin(I6d); d) =H (R=L6d; d); (Gin(I6d))d must
contain an element outside of the lex segment of Ld. The smallest element in Ld is of
the form xjj · · · xnn , and thus xjj · · · xnn ¿ xtt · · · xnn for some xtt · · · xnn ∈ (Gin(I6d))d.
But Gin(I6d) is Borel 6xed, so xdp ∈ (Gin(I6d))d for all p6 t, giving a lower bound
on depth. Note that t¿ j. Thus depth(I6d)¿ depth(Gin(I6d))¿ t¿ j, which gives
the result.
There are two immediate corollaries.
Corollary 2.12. Suppose that L is LPP(A), i and j are such that ai ¡d6 ai+1
and aj6d¡aj+1 for some d, and Ld is a lex segment. Let I ⊂ R be such that
H (R=L; d)=H (R=I; d). If I contains an A′={a′1; : : : ; a′n}-regular sequence where a′t = at
for 16 t6 i and j + 16 t6 n, then I contains an A-regular sequence.
Proof. By the lemma, I contains a regular sequence in degrees a1; : : : ; aj. To extend
this sequence to an A-regular sequence it is enough to note that depth(I6ai)¿ i for
i¿ j + 1.
Corollary 2.13. Given a Hilbert functionH, let A be the list of degrees such that the
A-lex plus powers ideal attaining H is lex. Then every ideal attaining H contains
an A-regular sequence.
Proof. Let I be an ideal attaining H. Then it is clear that I contains a regular element
in degree a1, and this starts the induction. Suppose that I can be shown to contain
an {a1; : : : ; ap−1}-regular sequence f1; : : : ; fp−1 for p− 1¿ 1. It is enough to 6nd an
element in Iap which is regular mod f1; : : : ; fp−1. That we can do this is exactly the
conclusion of Lemma 2.11.
Remark 2.14. This second result shows that if LPPH is true, then Macaulay’s theorem
is simply a special case of the extremal growth of lex plus powers ideals.
Note that given a degree d, and an LPP(A) ideal L with A = {a1; : : : ; an}, then it
is easy to see that Ld consists of a lex segment, along with other d forms which are
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divisible by xaii for some i. An implication of this observation is that any minimal
generator of L in degree d is either part of the lex segment in Ld, or a pure power.
Equally important, if the largest element in Rd−Ld is the pure power xdi , then (L+(xdi ))d
is a lex segment
We can now prove the proposition.
Proposition 2.15. Conjectures 2.6 and 2.10 are equivalent.
Proof. First suppose that Conjecture 2.6 is true and let H be an A-valid Hilbert
function. Let I be an ideal with Hilbert function H and minimally containing an
A-regular sequence. We construct LH;A inductively. Let L(d− 1) be an LPP(A) ideal
such that L(d−1)〈d−1〉=L(d−1) and H (R=L(d−1); i)=H(i) for i6d−1 (note that
L(0) = (xa11 ; : : : ; x
an
n ) clearly exists). By hypothesis, q=H (R=L(d− 1); d)−H(d)¿ 0,
so we add q generators from Rd − L(d− 1)d to L(d− 1) in lex order to form a new
ideal L′(d−1). We want to show that L′(d−1)=L(d), which will complete the proof.
To do this, we must demonstrate that L′(d− 1) is LPP(A).
The trouble is that one of the q generators we added to L(d − 1) may have been
a pure power. So suppose that L′(d − 1) is LPP(B) for some B¡A. The fact that
we added xdp to L(d − 1) implies that L′(d − 1) is a lex segment in degree d. Then
A diKers from B as required to satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 2.12. This is a
contradiction because I does not contain any B-regular sequences for B¡A.
Suppose now that Conjecture 2.10 holds and let I be an ideal containing an A-regular
sequence. If I minimally contains an A-regular sequence, or if H (R=I) is not A-lpp
valid, then the result is obvious. So write L = LH (R=I);A and A′ = {a′1; : : : ; a′n} such
that I minimally contains an A′-regular sequence and A′¡A. By hypothesis there
is an A′-lex plus powers ideal L′ such that H (R=I) = H (R=L′). It is enough to show
that H (R=L〈d〉; d+1)¿H (R=L′; d+1). This follows because L′ contains an A-regular
sequence and Conjecture 2.6 is known for monomial ideals [6,9].
We now turn our attention to the lex plus powers conjecture for graded Betti numbers
(due to Charalambous and Evans [7]).
Recall that the i; jth graded Betti number of I is de6ned to be
Ii; j := dimk(Tori(R=I; k))j:
We will often refer to the set of graded Betti numbers of an ideal by considering its
Betti diagram. Using the notation of the computer algebra system Macaulay II, the
Betti diagram of I is a table listing the graded Betti numbers of I . Counting from
zero, the entry in the i; jth position in this table is Ii; i+j.
Denition 2.16. We write LPHA to be the set of all sets of graded Betti numbers of
ideals I ⊂ R containing an A-regular sequence and attaining H. Equivalently, this is
the set of all Betti diagrams of such ideals.
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There is an obvious partial order on LPHA ; for 
I ; J ∈LPHA , we say that I¿ J
if Ii; j¿ 
J
i; j for all i; j∈N.
Conjecture 2.17 (The lex plus powers conjecture). If H is A-lpp valid, then LH;A is
the unique largest element in LPHA .
Remark 2.18. We will refer to the lex plus powers conjecture as LPP.
It is obvious that LPP implies the second formulation of LPPH (Conjecture 2.9)
given above. Thus an equivalent statement of the lex plus powers conjecture is:
Conjecture 2.19. If H is A-valid, then LH;A is the unique largest element in
LPHA .
Remark 2.20. If the lex plus powers conjecture is true then Corollary 2.13 is su=cient
to show that LPP implies the Bigatti–Hulett–Pardue theorem (that lex ideals have
extremal resolutions).
3. An equivalent formulation
In this section we present another equivalence for each of LPP and LPPH. Given a
Hilbert functionH, and an ideal I attaining it, we let H be the Castelnuovo–Mumford
regularity of I . This is, of course, the largest degree for which R=I has a socle element,
and it tells us the row number of the last non-zero entry in the Betti diagram of I . In
particular, we can write the Betti diagram of I as
I 0 1 · · · n





H − 2 0;H−2 1;H−1 · · · n;H+n−2
H − 1 0;H−1 1;H · · · n;H+n−1
H 0;H 1;H+1 · · · n;H+n
Denition 3.1. Given an A-valid Hilbert function H, let LPHA (H) be the set of all
H rows of Betti diagrams in LP
H
A . If 
I ∈LPHA , we refer to the Hth row of I
as IH .
It is clear that the partial order on LPHA extends naturally to LP
H
A (H), which
leads us to the following.
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Conjecture 3.2. If H is A-lpp valid, then LH;AH is the unique largest element in
LPHA (H).
Remark 3.3. We refer to this conjecture as the lex plus powers conjecture for last
rows (LPPL).
The surprising thing is that the LPPL conjecture is equivalent to LPP. The main tool
used in the proof of this fact is a theorem due to Stanley [14].
Theorem 3.4 (Stanley). For every graded R-module M,
∞∑
d=0






Stanley’s theorem implies that 6xing a Hilbert functionH has the eKect of 6xing the
alternating sums along the diagonals from southwest to northeast in the Betti diagrams
of ideals attaining H.
Theorem 3.5. The lex plus powers conjecture for last rows is equivalent to the lex
plus powers conjecture.
Proof. It is obvious that LPP implies Conjecture 3.2. Assume then that Conjecture 3.2
is true. We proceed by induction on H. If H=0, then H={1}, and the equivalence
becomes trivial.
So suppose that H is A-lpp valid, H¿ 0, and Hˆ is the Hilbert function Hˆ(i) =
H(i) for 06 i¡H and Hˆ(H) = 0. Now if A = {a1; : : : ; an} and an6 H, then
Hˆ is also A-lpp valid. If for some i we have that ai−16 H and ai; : : : ; an = H + 1,
then Hˆ is {a1; : : : ; ai−1; ai − 1; : : : ; an − 1} = {a1; : : : ; ai−1; H; : : : ; H}-lpp valid. In
either case simply add the Hth power of the maximal ideal to LH;A. If we write QA
to be either {a1; : : : ; an} or {a1; : : : ; ai−1; H; : : : ; H}, depending on whether an6 H
or not, then LH;A + (x1; : : : ; xn)H = LHˆ; QA. Note that Hˆ = H − 1.
Write Iˆ to be I + (x1; : : : ; xn)H and note that if I ∈LPHA , then Iˆ ∈LPHˆQA . By
induction, LHˆ; QA is the unique largest element of LPHˆQA . This means that the Betti
diagram of LHˆ; QA is larger then the Betti diagram of Iˆ . We know, however, that the
only eKect of adding the Hth power of the maximal ideal to an ideal whose largest
socle degree is H is to disturb the 6nal two rows of its Betti diagram. Thus we
conclude that for each I ∈LPHA , and each row except the 6nal two, LH;A is larger
then I . We are assuming that Conjecture 3.2 holds, so by hypothesis LH;AH ¿ 
I
H .
Thus, it remains to check that the (H−1)st row of LH;A is larger than the (H−1)st
row of I .
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In order to make the argument clearer, we write down copies of LH;A and LHˆ; QA .















2;H−1 · · · 
LH;A
n;H+n−3




2;H · · · 
LH;A
n;H+n−2













2;H+2 · · · 
LH;A
n;H+n






















· · · LHˆ; QAn;Hˆ+n−2


















· · · LHˆ; QAn;Hˆ+n
Write BLH;A(i) =
∑n
j=i+2(−1) jLH;Aj;H+i and BI (i) =
∑n
j=i+2(−1) jIj;H+i. Then by




= (−1)iIi;H+i + (−1)i+1Ii+1;H+i + BI (i):
Rearranging this expression, we 6nd that
LH;Ai+1;H+i − Ii+1;H+i = 
LH;A
i;H+i − Ii;H+i + (−1)i+1BI (i)− (−1)i+1BLH;A(i):
By hypothesis we have that LH;Ai;H+i − Ii;H+i¿ 0. Then because the 
LH;A
i+1;H+i and
Ii+1;H+i constitute the entries in the (H − 1)st rows of the Betti diagrams of LH;A
and I , it is enough to show that
(−1)i+1BI (i)− (−1)i+1BLH;A(i)¿ 0
for all i.









(−1)i+1LHˆ; QAi+1;Hˆ+i+1 + BLHˆ; QA(i + 1) = (−1)
i+1Iˆi+1;Hˆ+i+1 + BIˆ (i + 1)
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− Iˆi+1;Hˆ+i+1 = (−1)
i+1BIˆ (i + 1)− (−1)i+1BLHˆ; QA(i + 1):







j=i+2(−1) jLH;Aj;H+i = BLH;A(i)




j=i+2(−1) jIj;H+i =BI (i), because only
the last two rows of the Betti diagram are perturbed when passing to LPHˆQA . Thus, we
have that
06 (−1)i+1BIˆ (i + 1)− (−1)i+1BLHˆ; QA(i + 1) = (−1)i+1BI (i)− (−1)i+1BLH;A(i)
for all i as required. This completes the proof.
In the proof given above, we actually prove something stronger.





06 t6 i and all ideals I containing an A-regular sequence and attaining H. Then
Lt; j+t¿ 
I
t; j+t for all 06 t6 i and j = 0; : : : ; H.
This theorem says that if the Betti numbers in the last row of the 6rst i columns of
the Betti diagram of LH;A are uniquely largest, then all the Betti numbers in the 6rst
i columns of the Betti diagram of LH;A are uniquely largest. An obvious corollary has
important implications for the lex plus powers conjecture for Hilbert functions.
Corollary 3.7. To prove LPPH, it is enough to show that whenever L is LPP(A) for
some A, I contains an A-regular sequence, and H (R=L)=H (R=I), then L1;H+1¿
I1;H+1 where as usual H is the Castelnuovo–Mumford regularity of L. That is, it
is enough to show that lex plus powers ideals have the most generators in degree
H + 1.
4. Socle dimensions
As pointed out in Section 2, it is clear that LPP implies LPPH. It would be very
helpful to know when these two conjectures are equivalent (one obvious reason for
this is that LPPH is known in more cases than is LPP). We show in this section that if
LPPH holds, then lex plus powers ideals have largest socles. In the language of Betti
diagrams: if the 6rst column of the Betti diagram of LH;A is known to be largest, then
the 6nal column of its Betti diagram is also largest. This has immediate consequences
in low dimension, which we discuss in Section 5.
Denition 4.1. Let I ⊂ R. Then we denote the socle of R=I in degree d by the notation
Sd(R=I). We write Sˆd(R=I) to be the preimage of Sd(R=I) in R.
There are a few facts we need before we are ready to prove the theorem. First,
we need to show that if L is LPP(A), then L + Sˆd(R=L) is a lex plus powers ideal.
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This allows us to take a statement about socles, and translate it to a statement about
generators, thus providing the vehicle for the proof of the main theorem.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that L ⊂ R is LPP(A) for some (A). Then L+ Sˆd(R=L) is a lex
plus powers ideal.
Proof. It is enough to show that if x11 · · · xnn ∈ Sˆd(R=L), and x11 · · · xnn ∈Rd − Ld such
that x11 · · · xnn ¿ x11 · · · xnn , then x11 · · · xnn ∈ Sˆd(R=L). Let j be such that t = t for all
16 t ¡ j, and t ¿t . If xjx
1
1 · · · xnn lands outside of the lex segment of Ld+1, then
xajj divides xjx
1
1 · · · xnn whence xajj divides x11 · · · xnn and x11 · · · xnn ∈Ld, a contradic-
tion. If xj+1x
1
1 · · · xnn lands in the lex segment of Ld, then we are 6nished because
xix
1
1 · · · xnn ¿ xj+1x11 · · · xnn ∈Ld+1 for all 16 i6 n. So suppose that xjx11 · · · xnn lands
in the lex segment of Ld, while xj+1x
1
1 · · · xnn lands outside. If j − 1¿j, then we
are done because xix
1
1 · · · xnn ¿ xjx11 · · · xnn ∈Ld+1 for all 16 i6 n, so assume that




1 · · · xnn , and since
t+16 t , we know that x
1
1 · · · xnn ∈Ld, a contradiction. So assume that t6 t for all
t ¿ j. Because x11 · · · xnn and x11 · · · xnn have the same degree there is only one integer
p¿j such that t ¡t and p + 1 = p. Now we have that xix
1
1 · · · xnn ¿ xix11 · · · xnn
is in the lex segment of Ld+1, for all 16 i6 j; xpx
1
1 · · · xnn = xjx11 · · · xnn is in the




1 · · · xnn for all i¿ j; i = p. We conclude that
x11 · · · xnn is in Sˆd(R=L), as required.
The next lemma will help us identify the socle elements of lex plus powers ideals.
It shows that after adding all socle elements of degree d to a lex plus powers ideal,
the result cannot have any non-pure-power minimal generators in degree d + 1. We
will use this in the proof of Theorem 4.4 to force a needed contradiction.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that L is LPP(A) for some A = {a1; : : : ; an} and let x11 · · · xnn
be the largest element in Rd − Ld. If R=(L + x11 · · · xnn ) has minimal generators in
degree d+ 1 which are not pure powers, then x11 · · · xnn is in the socle of R=L.
Proof. Note that if x11 · · · xnn is a degree d+ 1 non-pure-power minimal generator of
L′ = L + (x11 · · · xnn ), then it is also a minimal generator of L, and is thus part of
the lex segment of Ld+1. So it is enough to show that xix
1
1 · · · xnn ¿x11 · · · xnn for all
i = 1; : : : ; n. This must hold, because x11 · · · xnn is part of the lex segment of L′d, and
we know that a lex segment in degree d generates a lex segment in degree d+1. That
is, if xix
1
1 · · · xnn ¡x11 · · · xnn then x11 · · · xnn could not have been a minimal generator
of L′d+1.
We are now ready to prove the theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Let L be LPP(A) for some A = {a1; : : : ; an} and I be an ideal con-
taining an A-regular sequence such that H (R=L) = H (R=I). If LPPH holds, then
dimk(Sd(R=L))¿ dimk(Sd(R=I)) for all d.
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Proof. We suppose that q = dimk(Sd(R=I))− dimk(Sd(R=L))¿ 0, and work to a con-
tradiction. Let I ′ = I + Sˆd(R=I) and L′ = L+ Sˆd(R=L). Note that L′ is lex plus powers
by Lemma 4.2. It is clear that H (R=I ′; d)¡H (R=L′; d), so we add q more generators
to L′ in such a way that the result, which we call L′′, is lex plus powers (add the 6rst
q elements of (Rd − L′d)). Because these q elements are not in the socle, it must be
the case that q′ = H (R=I ′; d+ 1)− H (R=L′′; d+ 1)¿ 0.
If none of the q generators added to L′ was a pure power, then L is still LPP(A)
while I still contains an A-regular sequence. If, on the other hand, one the q generators
added to L′ was a pure power, then L′′ is LPP(A′) for some A′¡A and Ld is a lex
segment. By Corollary 2.12 we know that I ′ also contains an A′-regular sequence.
We are assuming that LPPH holds, so H (R=L′′〈d〉; d + 1)¿H (R=I
′; d + 1). Thus,
we can remove q′ non-pure-power minimal generators from L′′d+1 and the result is
still LPP(A′). In particular, L′′d+1 contains non-pure-power minimal generators. This
contradicts Lemma 4.3 because we have constructed L′′ in such a way that Sd(R=L′′)
is empty.
5. Applications to low-dimensional cases
In this section we explore the implications of Theorem 4.4 in low dimension. In
particular, we show that for n6 3, LPPH and LPP are equivalent. First we demonstrate
the LPPH is true for n= 2.
Theorem 5.1. If n = 2, then the lex plus powers conjecture for Hilbert functions
(Conjecture 2.6) is true.
Proof. Suppose that I contains an {a1; a2}-regular sequence and write H (R=I; d) = hd.
Now it is enough to show that if there is an LPP(A) ideal L such that H (R=L; d)=hd,
then H (R=L〈d〉; d+ 1)¿H (R=I; d+ 1).
If d¡a2, then because n= 2, L6d is lex, H (R=L6d; d+ 1)¿H (R=I6d; d+ 1), and
thus H (R=L〈d〉; d+1)¿H (R=I; d+1). So we may assume that d¿ a2. It is a result of
Davis [4] that in this case H (R=I; d+ 1)¡H (R=I; d). So it is enough to 6nd an ideal
L(d) such that Ld=L(d)d and that H (R=L〈d〉; d+1)=H (R=L(d); d+1)=H (R=L(d); d)−1.
In two variables this is easy enough to do. Let L′ = (xa11 ; x
a2
2 ). Because I contains
an {a1; a2}-regular sequence, we know that H (R=L′; d)¿H (R=I; d). Thus, we can add
generators to L′ to lower it’s Hilbert function. Doing so we get the LPP(A) ideal
L(d) = 〈xd1 ; xd−11 x2; : : : ; xd−a2+hd+11 xa2−hd−12 ; xd−a21 xa22 ; xd−a2−11 xa2+12 ; : : : ; xd2 〉;
that is,
〈xd−a2+hd1 xa2−hd2 ; : : : ; xd−a2+11 xa2−12 〉
gives a basis of (R=L)d. So it is clear that
L(d)d+1 = 〈xd+11 ; xd1x2; : : : ; xd−a2+hd+11 xa2−hd2 ; xd−a2+11 xa22 ; xd−a21 xa2+12 ; : : : ; xd+12 〉
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and
〈xd−a2+hd1 xa2−hd+12 ; : : : ; xd−a2+21 xa2−12 〉
gives a basis of R=L(d)d+1. We conclude that
H (R=L(d); d+ 1) = H (R=L(d); d)− 1
as required.
Note that LPPH and LPP are obviously equivalent for n= 1. With Theorem 4.4 we
now show that they are equivalent for n6 3.
Theorem 5.2. If n = 2 or 3 then the lex plus powers Conjecture (2.17) and the lex
plus powers conjecture for Hilbert functions Conjectures (2.6) are equivalent.
Proof. As pointed out before, LPP implies LPPH for any n.
So suppose that LPPH holds (it will be helpful to use the version given in Conjecture
2.9), let H and A be given such that H is A-valid, and write L to be LH;A. Suppose
6rst that n=2. By hypothesis, L has L1; i¿ 
I
1; i for all ideals I such that I contains an
A-regular sequence and H (R=I)=H. Theorem 4.4 tells us that L2; i¿ I2; i as well. So
L has largest graded Betti numbers. If n=3, then by hypothesis and Theorem 4.4, L has
L1; i¿ 
I




3; i for all ideals I such that I contains an A-regular sequence
and H (R=I)=H. Stanley’s theorem now implies that −L1; i+L2; i−L3; i=−I1; i+I2; i−I3; i
for all i, or rearranging things, that L2; i−I2; i=L1; i−I1; i+L3; i−I3; i¿ 0. This completes
the proof.
The following corollaries are immediate (the latter because LPPH is known for ideals
containing (xa11 ; : : : ; x
an
n )).
Corollary 5.3. LPP holds for the polynomial ring k[x1; x2].





In particular, LPP hold for monomial ideals in dimension n= 3.
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